
                          UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
                                                             WASHINGTON, DC  20460

Amended Under Reregistration v.20150320

OFFICE OF CHEMICAL SAFETY 
AND POLLUTION PREVENTION

March 8, 2018

Sarah Fobes
Athea Laboratories, Inc.
1900 West Cornell Street
Milwaukee, WI 53209

Subject:  Amended Reregistration Label
Product Name: PERMICIDE
EPA Registration Number: 10088-95
Decision Number: 413844

Dear Ms. Fobes:

The Agency, in accordance with the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act 
(FIFRA), as amended, has completed reviewing all of the information submitted with your 
application to support the reregistration of the above referenced product in connection with the 
Permethrin RED, and has concluded that your submission is acceptable. The label referred to 
above, submitted in connection with registration under FIFRA, as amended, is acceptable.

NOTE:  This product is not yet being reregistered under section 4(g) of FIFRA.  

Please note that the record for this product currently contains the Confidential Statement of 
Formulation (CSF) listed below. Any previously dated CSFs are superseded.

Basic CSF, dated 08/12/2011

Should you wish to add/retain a reference to the company’s website on your label, then please be 
aware that the website becomes labeling under the Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide 
Act and is subject to review by the Agency. If the website is false or misleading, the product 
would be misbranded and unlawful to sell or distribute under FIFRA section 12(a)(1)(E). 40 
CFR 156.10(a)(5) list examples of statements EPA may consider false or misleading. In addition, 
regardless of whether a website is referenced on your product’s label, claims made on the 
website may not substantially differ from those claims approved through the registration process. 
Therefore, should the Agency find or if it is brought to our attention that a website contains false 
or misleading statements or claims substantially differing from the EPA approved registration, 
the website will be referred to the EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance.

A copy of your label stamped “Accepted” is enclosed. Products shipped after 12 months from the 
date of this amendment or the next printing of the label, whichever occurs first, must bear the 
new revised label. Your release for shipment of the product bearing the amended label 
constitutes acceptance of these conditions. If these conditions are not complied with, the 
registration will be subject to cancellation in accordance with FIFRA section 6.  
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If you have any questions about this letter, please contact Maggie Rudick by phone at 703-347-
0257, or via email at rudick.maggie@epa.gov.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Fertich, Product Manager 4
Invertebrate and Vertebrate Branch 1
Registration Division (7505P)
Office of Pesticide Programs

Enclosure 



{Note to Reviewer:  
Items in brackets [ ] are optional language that may or may not appear. 
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Items in braces { } are notes to the reviewer that will not appear on final label} {Page 1 of 5} 

PERMICIDE 
READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE EACH USE 
FOR COMMERCIAL USE ONLY 

{Note:  Capitalization and formatting of the following optional marketing language may vary.}  
[A] [Ready-To-Use] [Stable Emulsion] [Insecticide][.] 
[For Use [Outdoors][,] [In Homes][,] [and] [Non-Food Areas of [Food/Feed Processing Establishments][,] [Kennels][,] [Commercial Buildings][,] 
[Warehouses][,] [Theaters][,] [Office Buildings][,] [Schools][,] [Motels][,] [and] [Hotels]][.] 
[For Control of Fleas, Brown Dog Ticks and Lice [on Premises] [and] [on Dogs]][.] 
[For Control of Ticks Which May Cause Lyme Disease [on Premises]][.] 
[Controls Fleas and Ticks on Dogs [for 35 Days]][.] 
[Crack and Crevice Insecticide][.] 
[Ready-To-Use [Insecticide]][.] 
[An Insecticide for Dogs] [and] [Horses]][.] 
[<[Kills] [Controls]> [Flying] [and] [Crawling] Insects][.] 
[Just Spray Where <[They] [Insects]> Crawl][.] 
[<[Kills] [Controls] [[Use ]To Kill] [[Use ]To Control]] [For Control of] [For Controlling]> [Mosquitoes][,] [Fleas][,] [Ticks][,] [Gnats][,] [Lice][,] 
[Cockroaches][,] [Centipedes][,] [Ants][,] [Spiders][,] [Wasps][,] [Hornets][,] [Bees][,] [Houseflies][,] [Stable Flies][,] [Horse Flies][,] [Deer Flies][,] [Black 
Flies][,] [Japanese Beetles][,] [Carpet Beetles][,] [and] [Bedbugs][.]] 

Active Ingredient: 
*Permethrin ............................................................................................... 0.50% 

Other Ingredients: ....................................................................................... 99.50% 
Total: .......................................................................................................... 100.00% 
*(3-phenoxyphenyl) methyl (±) cis/trans 3-(2,2-dichloroetheynl) 2,2-dimethylcyclopropanecarboxylate. Cis/trans 
ratio: min. 35% (±) cis and max 65% (±) trans. 

 

 
 

EPA Reg. No. 10088-95 
EPA Est. {Est. number inserted here} 
Net Contents: {Net contents inserted here, expressed in gallons/ounces with the option to add the metric equivalent}  

Manufactured By: 
ATHEA LABORATORIES INC 
PO Box 240014 
Milwaukee, WI 53224 

 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN 
CAUTION 

See <[side] [back]> panel[s] for additional Precautionary Statements. 

03/08/2018

10088-95
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PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS 
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS 

CAUTION. Harmful if absorbed through skin. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly after handling and before smoking or eating. 
FIRST AID 

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center 
or doctor for treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. For 
medical emergencies, call your poison control center at 1-800-222-1222. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) 
All mixers, loaders, applicators, and other handlers must wear: Long-sleeve shirt and long pants, shoes plus socks, chemical-resistant gloves made of 
any waterproof material, chemical-resistant apron for mixers/loaders, persons cleaning equipment, and persons exposed to the concentrate and for 
handlers performing animal dip applications. 
Applicators using ULV cold foggers or fog/mist generators in indoor spaces must wear: Coveralls over long-sleeved shirt and long pants, chemical 
resistant gloves, chemical resistant footwear plus socks, and chemical-resistant headgear, if overhead exposure. 

USER SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
Follow manufacturer's instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions for washables exist, use detergent and hot water. Keep and 
wash PPE separately from other laundry. Discard clothing and other absorbent materials that have been drenched or heavily contaminated with this 
product's concentrate. Do not reuse them. 

USER SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 
User should wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco, or using the toilet. User should remove clothing/PPE immediately if 
pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing. Users should remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the 
outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS 
This pesticide is extremely toxic to aquatic organisms, including fish and invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run 
off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather when rain is not predicted for the next 24 hours 
will help to ensure that wind or rain does not blow or wash pesticide off the treatment area. Rinsing application equipment over the treated area will help 
avoid run off to water bodies or drainage systems. This pesticide is highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment on blooming crops or weeds. Do not 
apply this product or allow it to drift to blooming crops or weeds while bees are foraging the treatment area. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. 
Shake well before using. 

ENTRY RESTRICTIONS 
For surface spray use: Except when applying to dogs or livestock, do not enter or allow others to enter treated areas until sprays have dried. 
For space spray use: Do not enter or allow others to enter until vapors, mists, and aerosols have dispersed, and the treated area has been thoroughly 
ventilated. 

APPLICATION RESTRICTIONS 
Except when applying to dogs or livestock, do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons, either directly or through drift. 
Except when applying to dogs or livestock, only protected handlers may be in the area during application. Do not breathe dust, vapors, or spray mist. Do 
not apply when food is present. Do not use in food areas of food handling establishments, restaurants, or other areas where food is commercially 
prepared or processed. Do not use in serving areas while food is exposed or facility is in operation. Serving areas are areas where prepared foods are 
served, such as dining rooms, but excluding areas where foods may be prepared or held. In the home, all food processing surfaces and utensils should 
be covered during treatment or thoroughly washed before use. Exposed food should be covered or removed. Application is prohibited directly into 
sewers or drains, or to any area like a gutter where drainage to sewers, storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitat can occur. Do not allow the 
product to enter any drain during or after application. 
Avoid contamination of feed and feedstuffs. Remove pets and birds and cover fish aquariums before space spraying or surface applications. Do not use 
on humans. Vacate room after treatment and ventilate before re-occupying. Do not allow children or pets to contact treated areas until surfaces are dry. 
Not for use on plants being grown for sale or other commercial use, or for commercial seed production, or for research purposes. For use on plants 
intended for aesthetic purposes or climactic modification and being grown in ornamental gardens or parks, or on lawns and grounds. 
Do not apply in classrooms while in use. Do not apply this product in occupied patient rooms or in any rooms/areas while occupied by patients, the 
elderly or infirm. Do not apply to institutions (including libraries, sports facilities, etc.) in the immediate area when occupants are present. 
Not for use in outdoor residential misting systems. 
All outdoor applications must be limited to spot or crack-and-crevice treatments only, except for the following permitted uses: (1) Treatment to soil or 
vegetation around structures; (2) Applications to lawns, turf, and other vegetation; (3) Applications to building foundations, up to a maximum height of 3 
feet. 
Other than applications to building foundations, all outdoor applications to impervious surfaces such as sidewalks, driveways, patios, porches and 
structural surfaces (such as windows, doors, and eaves) are limited to spot and crack-and-crevice applications only. Not for broadcast use on indoor 
residential surfaces. Do not water the treated area to the point of run-off. Do not make applications during rain. Use of a handheld cold or thermal fogger 
in commercial settings is prohibited. 
For 4 hours following applications, do not allow any person to reenter treated areas. When used in dairy barns or facilities: Close milk bulk tanks lids to 
prevent contamination from spray and from dead or falling insects. Remove or cover milking utensils before application. Wash teats of animals before 
milking. 

INDOOR APPLICATION 
Do not use in food areas of food handling establishments, restaurants, or other areas where food is commercially prepared or processed. Do not use in 
serving areas while food is exposed or facility is in operation. Serving areas are areas where prepared foods are served, such as dining rooms, but 
excluding areas where foods may be prepared or held. In the home, all food processing surfaces and utensils should be covered during treatment or 
thoroughly washed before use. Exposed food should be covered or removed. 
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Nonfood/feed areas are areas such as garbage rooms, lavatories, floor drains (to sewers), entries and vestibules, offices, locker rooms, machine rooms, 
boiler rooms, garages, mop closets and storage (after canning or bottling). 
Vacate treated areas and ventilate before reoccupying. For maximum effectiveness, a combination of spot, surface treatment and fogging is 
recommended. 
SURFACE SPRAYING: 
To control cockroaches, waterbugs, palmetto bugs, scorpions, millipedes, centipedes, sowbugs, pillbugs, ants, silverfish, firebrats, spiders, 
crickets, clover mites, cheese mites, granary weevils, rice weevils, confused flour beetles, rust red flour beetles, drugstore beetles, meal 
worms, grain mites and cadelles: Direct the spray into hiding places, cracks and crevices, and behind shelves and drawers. For silverfish, spray 
bookcases. For ants, spray trails, nests and points of entry. 
To control carpet beetles: Spray edges of carpeting and under carpeting and rugs. Make localized application to floor and baseboards. Spray directly 
into cracks, crevices and infested areas of shelving 
To control bedbugs: Spray mattresses lightly, particularly around tufts and seams. Take beds apart and spray in all joints. Treat baseboards, moldings 
and floors. Allow all treated articles to dry thoroughly before use.  
To control fleas (adults and larvae) and ticks, including ticks which may carry Lyme disease (adults and larvae): Thoroughly spray infested 
areas, pet beds, resting quarters, nearby cracks and crevices, along and behind baseboards, moldings, and window and door frames. Fresh bedding 
should be placed in animal quarters following treatment. Allow to dry thoroughly before allowing pets to contact treated areas. 
To control clothes moths: Remove any infested articles from storage, brush thoroughly, and air for several hours in sunlight, if possible. Apply spray 
liberally to empty chests, closets, bureaus and other storage, directing the spray into cracks, joints and crevices. After airing, infested articles may be 
treated lightly, keeping nozzle at least three feet from fabric to avoid staining. 
To kill lice and louse eggs: Spray in an inconspicuous area to test for possible staining or discoloration. Inspect again after drying, then proceed to 
spray entire area to be treated. Spray from a distance of 8 to 10 inches. Treat only those garments and parts of bedding, including mattresses and 
furniture that cannot be either laundered or dry cleaned. Allow all treated articles to dry thoroughly before use. 
SPACE SPRAYING: 
For rapid control of House Flies, Fruit Flies, Gnats, Mosquitoes, Skipper Flies, Wasps, Hornets, Bees, Black Flies, Angoumois Grain Moths, 
Mediterranean Flour Moths, Indian Meal Moths and Tobacco Moths: Close doors and windows and shut off ventilating systems. Apply with a good 
machine adjusted to deliver a fine mist or fog. Direct spray at an upward angle, distributing it uniformly throughout the entire area at a rate of 1 ounce per 
1000 cubic feet of space. Keep area closed for 2 hours. Ventilate before reoccupying. 
FOGGING: To kill exposed or accessible stages of the above named crawling insects using an Ultra-Low Volume (ULV) cold fogger or fog/mist 
generator, apply at a rate of 1 gallon to 20,000 to 40,000 cubic feet of space. Contact insects directly when possible. Keep area closed for 2 hours. 
Ventilate before reoccupying.  
ON LIVESTOCK: To protect cattle (beef and dairy), goats, sheep, hogs and horses from Horn Flies, Face Flies, House Flies, Mosquitoes and Gnats: 
Apply a light mist sufficient to wet the surface of the hair. For face flies, spray face and head, but do not spray into eyes. 
To control stable flies, horse flies and deer flies: Apply at a rate of 2 ounces per adult animal, sufficient to wet the hair thoroughly. 
To control blood-sucking lice: Apply to the infested areas of the animal, using a stiff brush to get the spray to the base of the hair. Repeat every 3 
weeks if required.  
To control poultry lice: Spray roosts, walls and nests or cages thoroughly. This should be followed by spraying over the birds with a fine mist. 
To control bedbugs and mites in poultry houses: Spray crevices of roost poles, cracks in walls, and cracks in nests where the bedbugs and mites 
hide. 
ON DOGS: To control fleas, ticks, and lice: Start spraying at the tail, moving the dispenser rapidly and making sure that the animal’s entire body is 
covered, including the legs and underbody. While spraying, fluff the hair so that the spray will penetrate to the skin. Make sure spray wets thoroughly, 
but do not saturate animal. Do not spray into eyes or face. Avoid contact with genitalia. Use protective gloves or mitts when applying product. NOTE: Do 
not use on puppies less than twelve (12) weeks old. Do not use on old, sick, debilitated, medicated, pregnant, or nursing animals.  
DO NOT USE ON CATS OR KITTENS.  May be toxic or potentially fatal if applied to or ingested by cats.  Accidental application to cats and/or 
grooming a recently treated dog may result in tremors and/or uncoordinated muscle movements.  If this occurs, immediate veterinary care 
should be provided.   
Sensitivities may occur after using ANY pesticide product for pets. If signs of sensitivity occur, bathe your pet with mild soap and rinse with large 
amounts of water. If signs continue, consult a veterinarian immediately. 
INDOOR HOUSE PLANTS: To protect plants in non-commercial greenhouses and lathhouses, and for indoor landscaping. Ageratum, Ardisia, Aster, 
Baby’s Breath, Begonia, Birdsnest Fern, Bleeding Heart, Carnation, Chrysanthemum, Coleus, Crown of Thorns, Cockscomb, Cyclamen, Dracaena, 
Dumbcane, English Ivy, Fuchsia, Gladiolus, Grape Ivy, Hypoestes Ivy, Juniper, Lily, Marigold, Orchid, Palm, Pansy, Peperomia, Petunia, Philodendron, 
Piggy-Back Plant, Poinsettia, Portulaca, Pothos, Prayer Plant, Purple Passion, Rabbits Foot Fem, Rose, Schefflera, Snapdragon, Snake Plant, Statice, 
Velvet Plant, Verbena, Zinnia. 
Pests: Aphids, Armyworms, Corn Earworms, Cutworms Cabbageworms, Exposed Thrips, Fall Cankerworms, Fungus Gnats, Inchworms, Japanese 
Beetles, Leafminers, Leafrollers, Mealybugs, Scales, Spider Mites, Springs Cankerworms, Whiteflies.  
How to Use: Spray will act as contact and residual control. Use sufficient spray to obtain full coverage of all foliage. Adjust spray volume used to plant 
size. Spray directly on insects. If application is to be made indoors, remove infested plants from living areas prior to application. Spray plants in an area 
not likely to be occupied by people or pets (particularly fish bowls or tanks). When leaves dry, plants can be returned to original location. Do not use 
more product than recommended, as this may cause some plant injury. Use with care on Ferns, Palms and Fuchsia. As with all plants listed above, 
especially carnations, chrysanthemums, and roses, there exists a wide variety of susceptibility to injury. To ascertain possible phytotoxicity, spray a few 
plants as described above, wait 24 hours, and check for possible injury. Repeat application may be necessary to control citrus blackflies on nonbearing 
citrus and adult Japanese beetles on roses. 

OUTDOOR APPLICATION 
TO CONTROL TICKS, INCLUDING TICKS WHICH MAY CARRY LYME DISEASE (PERIMETER TREATMENT): Use this product as a residual 
treatment to control Ticks including the Deer Tick (Ixodes dammini), Lone Star Tick (Amblyomma americanum), Brown Dog Tick (Rhipicephalus 
sanguineus), American Dog Tick (Dermacentor variabilis) and Western Black-legged Tick (Ixodes pacificus). 
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For each area listed below, apply until surface is wet but not to the point of runoff (approximately 1 gallon per 750-1,000 ft.2). 
Treat around windows and doors, porches, screens, eaves, patios, garages, under stairways and in crawl spaces where these pests may enter. 
Treat a band of vegetation and leaf litter 6 to 10 feet wide around and the outside of buildings to help control ticks occurring there. 
To help control ticks in outdoor activity areas, treat a band of vegetation and leaf litter 6 to 10 feet wide and adjacent to activity areas, especially where 
dense vegetation occurs. 
FOR CONTROL OF GARDEN INSECTS: For use on roses, dahlias, asters and other ornamentals to kill Japanese Beetles hit by spray as well as 
Whiteflies, Aphids, Exposed Thrips, Spiders, Red Mites and Leafminers. May be used on plants as a multi-purpose spray in small gardens and for spot 
treatments of incipient insect infestations to prevent spreading in large garden areas. May also be used on other plants such as African violets, asters, 
azaleas, begonias, camellias, carnations, chrysanthemums, dahlias, delphiniums, dogwoods, English ivy, eunonymus, fuschia, geraniums, crassula, 
grape vines, Kentia palms, laurels, marigolds, rhododendrons, roses, rubber plants, snapdragons, stocks, wandering Jews and zinnias. 
EFFECTIVE WHEN USED AS DIRECTED AGAINST WHITEFLIES, APHIDS, SPIDER AND RED MITES, EXPOSED THRIPS, LACE BUGS, 
JAPANESE BEETLES, PAVEMENT ANTS, CLOVER MITES AND ARMYWORMS: When spraying plants, do not operate closer than 18 inches. Use 
sweeping motion. Be cautious about wetting tender foliage, young plants and new growth. Do not spray plants when temperatures exceed 90°F. Contact 
insects directly whenever possible. Not for use in residential automatic misting systems in New York State. 
ADULT MOSQUITO CONTROL: [NOTE: NOT REGISTERED for use in automatic ULV misting systems in the State of {state(s) where not registered}.] 
Apply as a fine mist to thoroughly treat the entire area. For best results, treat when the wind velocity does not exceed 5 miles per hour, but do not apply 
when wind speeds exceed 10 miles per hour. Treat shrubbery or vegetation where mosquitoes may rest. Apply at a rate of 2.5 pints per acre (0.9 ounce 
per 1000 sq. ft.) Using truck mounted conventional misting (such as ULV) equipment traveling at 5 mph to treat a 300 foot swath, calibrate equipment to 
deliver 0.95 gallons per minute. Under no conditions should open water be treated with this product. Not to be used within 100 feet (30 meters) of lakes 
and streams.  
DIRECTIONS FOR USE IN COMMERCIAL ANIMAL PREMISE AUTOMATIC MISTING SYSTEMS: Do not apply this product in barns or stables where 
animals intended for slaughter or human consumption will be maintained. Do not apply when food, feed or water is present. Do not apply directly to 
animals. When using this product, installers and service technicians must comply with the license, certification, or registration requirements of the 
state(s), tribe(s), or local authority(ies) where they are installed. When applying via a remote activation device, do not apply when people and pets are 
present. If possible, when applying via automatic timer, set the timing for application when people and pets are unlikely to be present. Direct nozzles to 
spray towards the target area and away from areas where people are typically present. Do not use in an evaporative cooling system. Do not use in 
misters located within 3 feet of air vents, air conditioner units, or windows. If used in a system with a reservoir tank for the end use dilution, the system 
reservoir tank must be locked. Dilute 1 part of this product with 4.5 parts water for a use solution of 0.09% permethrin.  For heavy infestations, dilute 1 
part of this product with 2.3 parts water for a use solution of 0.15% permethrin.  Securely attach the end use pesticide label and a dilution statement to 
the system reservoir tank in a weather protected area or plastic sleeve. The dilution statement must be phrased as follows: “This container holds 1 part 
{product name} to ___ parts water” (either 4.5 or 2.3 parts water based on actual dilution used). If used in a direct injection system, the pesticide 
container must be locked. Securely attach the end use label to the pesticide container in a weather protected area or plastic sleeve. This product must 
only be used in systems that have been calibrated to apply no more than the maximum application rate of 0.25 grams of permethrin per 1000 cubic feet 
per day. 
[{Note to reviewer:  The following dilution table is optional.  Entire rows may be included or omitted.} 

Automatic Misting System Dilution Chart 
Dilution System Tank Size (Gallons) Amount of  This Product Amount of Water 

0.09% Permethrin 

30 5 gal. 8 fl. oz. 24 gal. 8 fl. oz. 
55 10 gal. 45 gal. 
125 22 gal. 8 fl. oz. 102 gal. 8 fl. oz. 
255 41 gal. 184 gal. 

0.15% Permethrin 

30 9 gal. 21 gal. 
55 16 gal. 8 fl. oz. 38 gal. 8 fl. oz. 
125 38 gal. 87 gal. 
225 68 gal. 157 gal. 

] 

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL 
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. 
Pesticide Storage: Store in a dry place no lower in temperature than 50°F or higher than 120°F. 
Pesticide Disposal: Pesticide wastes are acutely hazardous. Improper disposal of excess pesticide, spray mixture, or rinsate is a violation of Federal 
law. If these wastes cannot be disposed of by use according to label instructions, contact your State Pesticide or Environmental Control Agency, or the 
Hazardous Waste representative at the nearest EPA Regional Office for guidance. 
<{For containers 5 gallons or less:} 
[Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill container. Offer for recycling, if available. Clean container promptly after emptying. 
Triple rinse as follows: Empty the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank and drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Fill 
the container 1/4 full with water and recap. Shake for 10 seconds. Pour rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store rinsate for later use or 
disposal. Drain for 10 seconds after the flow begins to drip. Repeat procedure two more times.] 
{For containers greater than 5 gallons:} 
[Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill container. Clean container promptly after emptying. Triple rinse as follows: Empty 
the remaining contents into application equipment or a mix tank. Fill container 1/4 full with water. Replace and tighten closures. Tip container on its side 
and roll it back and forth, ensuring at least one complete revolution, for 30 seconds. Stand the container on its end and tip back and forth several times. 
Turn the container over onto its other end and tip it back and forth several times. Empty the rinsate into application equipment or a mix tank or store 
rinsate for later use or disposal. Repeat this procedure two more times.]> 
{Note to Reviewer: Optional disclaimer language.} 
[Buyer assumes all risks of use, storage or handling of this product not in strict accordance with directions given herewith.] 
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{Note to Reviewer: The graphics below are optional.} 

     

{Note to Reviewer: One of the following logos may be used if the supplemental registrant has received an NSF listing. Logos will appear on back or side 
panel only.} 

           
[NSF Listed] 
[{6-Digit NSF Listing Number}] 

{Note to Reviewer: Any of the following logos may be added if the supplemental registrant has received the appropriate certification from the relevant 
organization. Logos will appear on back or side panel only.} 

         

           

           

           

                 

 


